NATURAL ACTION WATER - SHOWER UNIT
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT
All the illustrations in this instruction show typical plumbing methods;
actual installations must be adapted to individual requirements and
regional codes. The author has made every effort to ensure accuracy and
reliability of the information, instructions, and directions.
However, neither the author nor the manufacture will accept responsibility
for misinterpretation of the directions or human error.
NOTE:
1. This device is not designed for extended hot water use above 140
degrees.
2. This device is not designed to sustain freezing temperatures with residue
water inside; function will possibly be deteriorated.
3. Do not drop - function may be deteriorated.
4. The unit you received may rattle, this is normal; it contains a
geometrically tuned chamber with specific geometric forms that align with
the direction of flow.
5. The unit is bi-directional.
6. Will become brittle and may deteriorate desired function if left exposed
to the sun for an extended period of time.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
7. Remove shower disperser head.
8. Install removed shower disperser head on to the units 1/2 inch male pipe
threaded end. Some choose to leave this dispenser off if you are going to
fill water containers.
9. Install the shower unit to 1/2 inch shower arm pipe where shower
disperser head was originally removed from. Be aware of possible cross
threading, unit should start on threads easily when it is lined up.
10. If shower head is too low it may be necessary to purchase an extension
shower arm or adjustable shower adapter.
11. If a 10 inch riser shower arm is used, remove the existing shower arm
and install the 10 inch riser in its place and follow the same procedures
installing the Structured Water Unit between the adapter and the shower
disperser head.
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